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Belief behind RaffleGraphy
Photography has been an important part of the NFT Art community. To an extent, photography
is one of the oldest and most exploited creative industry. Furthermore, this exploitation has
taken another level with the invention of smartphones. Not only economically, photographers
started to be exploited by their own creativity levels. Rather than the photographer, companies
started to decide on the value and exploited the skills of photographers. We believe that NFT
space has taken an incredible step towards ending this exploitation and give photographers
well deserved economic and social freedom from “artistic colonialism”.

Objective
RaffleGraphy
“Raf e-graphy” is a simple NFT raf e on ETH network that only focuses
on established and emerging photographers in the space.
We believe in equal opportunity but we are strong believers of hardwork and dedication as well.
This is true not only for our project but also for our daily lives.
Hard work beats talent.
However, sometimes hard-working talented artists cannot get as much
appraisal as they should.
As Hagia, we have built a gallery based on this understanding and given
as much exposure to emerging artists with no cost as we can.
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COMMUNITY
COMMUNITY
COMMUNITY

Now with the help of established, emerging photographers and
collectors we are building a raf e to nd, explore and promote new
photographers to the space.
Like we did in our every single project, we believe in the community and
the community brought us where we are today.

How does nFt raffle works?
1. User opens our website .

2. User connects its wallet to our website.

3. User mints a random “object” for 0.1 ETH.

4. User gets an unrevealed NFT to its wallet.

5. User logs in the next day.

6. User finds out which photograph he/she minted

Project Details
“Our main objective is to give space to as many emerging
photographers as possible but we do not want to miss the
point that we need a snowball effect to help these artists to
be visible within the space.”
Our project will have NFTs in edition forms but the # editions
will not be revealed until the next week of the launch.
“We call this process limited edition NFTs.”
However, our calculation showed us that we will have
maximum of 10 editions from each artwork because we think
that the increase of # editions will decrease the rarity of each
unique edition.

Photographers
Details
We will be selecting 50 different photographers from different locations around the world.
1) 20 will be established photographers in the space.
2) 20 will be curated and selected photographers by our curation teams consisting of photographers from NFT and
physical space.
3) 10 will be selected by photography DAOs and raffles.
Our curation team will be announced before the project with consideration of our established photographers team.
If a member of our established photographers team wants to join our curation, we are happy to have them but we do not
want to pressure them with another duty. We know they are occupied with lots of work on their shoulders.

Community building process
Basically, our application process will take 5 steps.
- Mint NFT
- Connect your NFT to discord server thru collabland
- Get a new badge
- Go to new alpha channel
- Upload your work, write your name, description of artwork, reference name(drop down), nft id and submit.
This information will be checked by our Discord team and it will be automatically sent to the spreadsheet for us.
For the reference name, I want to include the Leslie or anything you want so that anyone coming from your community
will be highlighted.
We want to give access you as a viewer, you can check the spreadsheet live anytime.
This way, not only your personal references but people coming from Nomadz community will be separated.
I want to offer that people who are joining with your reference will get %20 of the applications.
With small calculations and the effectiveness of your community:
With 1000 applications you will get roughly 6 ETH.
By this way, we are hoping to contribute to your lovely community and grow together.
If you have any questions please do not hesitate to ask.

Photographers on board

Mike Schmidt

Tyler

DORUK SEYMEN

Photographer

Photographer

Photographer

SULEYMAN VISUALS

Stefano Favaretto

Photographer

Photographer

DANILO FALA
Photographer

Giulio Aprin
Photographer

Craig Reilly
Photographer

Rachel wood
Photographer

Caitlin Cronenberg
Photographer

Photographers on board

MONARIS
Photographer

Photographers in contact

Guido Disalle

Chris Hytha

ANOCAM

Photographer

Photographer

Photographer

Teexels.eth

Michelle viljoen

JOHN KNOPF

Photographer

Photographer

Photographer

Shavonne Wong

Anna Zhukovska

Photographer

Photographer

illkoncept
Photographer

DrifterShoots
Photographer

Photographers in contact

Billy Dinh
Photographer

NOE ALONZO
Photographer

Our main objective is to give space to as many emerging photographers as possible but we do not
want to miss the point that we need a snowball effect to help these artists to be visible within the space.

How does
curation work?
-Just like in pitching our curation team will be judging each photograph with 4 different categories from a score of 1-5.
-Average score will be the nal score of the artist.
-Photographs will be anonymous and curation team will select best on the submitted work.

categories
1. Creativity
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2. Storytelling

3. Techniques

4. Composition

How to apply to
curation?
Pick your Favorite Photograph
Does not matter if it is an old photo you took or a
new one for this project.
Mint a Raf e-Graphy Object
Each object is equal to one photo
application.
Join Hagia Discord Server
With your NFT you will get a special badge
Upload your Favorite Photograph
Upload your works to Raf e
Upload Channel
Ask Questions
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Our team will be on Discord 24\7 to answer
any of your questions!

Utilities for Rafflegraphy
Curation Pass
-Discount for our next raf e drop.
-Special IRL experience with Hagia spots around the world.
-Special NFT talks access on Discord by developers, artists, and community builders. (These talks will include in
life experiences for community building, security, management and artist life journeys) with special guests from
community leaders.
-Get in touch with community leaders, collaborators and collectors.-Discount for our next raf e drop.
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With Raf egraphy curation fees, Hagia and Tylersjourney will buy NFTs of people who has our pass!

Reason behind the
application fees
Why are we getting payments for our applications?
1. We have a limited space and our curators have limited time to pick the right photographs.
2. We want our curation team to carefully pick the right photos for the contest.
3. We want our applicants to select their best of best works to our contest.

Reason behind the
application fees
With small calculation if we have 2000+ applications:
- 2000*1(minute spend for each photo which is impossible) = 2000 minutes
- 2000 / 60 = 33 hours to curate the works…
- When we calculate the effort the curation team are putting out for choosing the best photography for our project, there is an
extensive amount of knowledge and dedication to nd the best work.
- For best case scenario, if we get enough funds from our applications we will not deduct any deployment and gas fees from our
artist shares.
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- For the rest of the ETH earned by application, 20 percent will be shared among project owners and for the rest of the ETH, we will
be buying a photograph between 0.01 - 0.1 every week until we are out of ETH (Right now we cannot predict how much ETH we
have but we will announce it the next day our open call.)

Sample of curation fee usage
STEP 1 1500 applications made.
STEP 2

5 curators working on the project.

STEP 3 1500 * 0.03 = 45 ETH

16,27 ETH.
STEP=11
STEP 11 43,5 - 27,23
16,27 ETH will be added to Hagia X Tyler Dao.
STEP
buy12
NFT photographs from 0.05 - 0.2 each week for 3
STEP 12 We will
months.
13
STEP 13 We willSTEP
be finding
new spots to showcase our curated works
around the world through our Wonders AR app.

STEP 4 1,5 ETH for deployment and gas fees
STEP 5 45 - 1,5 = 43,5 ETH
STEP 6 43,5 * %50 = 21,75 ETH (Project owners)
STEP 7 43.5 * %8 = 3.48 ETH
STEP 8 3.48 \ 4 = 0.87 ETH (Community building and development team)
STEP 9 Each curator will earn 0.4 ETH for curation.
STEP 10

0,4 * 5 = 2 ETH
2 + 3,48 + 21,75 = 27,23

Project Payment
Details
Simple and Easy Roadmap for Payments
Each edition of artist work will be 0,1 ETH= maximum sales will
be = 1 ETH (for an artist)

Total sales = 500 * 0.1 = 50 ETH (0.1)

Pro t from the total sales will be roughly :
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50 - 1.5 = 48.5 ETH

1
2

There will be 50 artist works =maximum works = 500
edition of works.
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For deployment and gas fees according to our developer
we will be spending around 3000 $ and according to
today's market this is roughly 1.5 eth. ( This may change
depending on the gas fees but we will be exact about
time and gas fee after the minting and deployment is
over) (if we get enough applications we will cover this
cost thru our application fees)
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Payment samples
According to our principal we consider each developer an artist
as well because of their creative roadmap and coding skills. We
will add developers we are working with as an artist to this
project.

Together with the development team, for marketing,
networking and nance of this project there will be 5 people
working for this project.

1
2

We will have 50 artists participating in the project.
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The creators of this project for our opportunity and
regular costs of the project we will take %20 of the pro t
of the project.
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48.5 * %20 = 9.7 ETH for a sold out scenario.
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For the artists :
9.7 - 48.5 = 38.8
38.8 \ 53 = 0.73 ETH for each artist.
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What is
Hagia?
An artist community combines both artists,
collectors, photographers, community leaders and
curators around the world.
At the same time, Hagia team is well respected
artist community for it’s collector, artist and curator
identity.
Mostly, Hagia NFTs are focused on transformation of
global common culture to the digital scheme.

Who is
tylersjourney?
Tyler McKay. He is a visual story-teller, time-lapse
cinematographer and creative.
He is from Downtown Toronto Canada.
His passions include Cityscapes, Lifestyle & Street
Photography, Time-lapse and Urban Exploring. He
shoot all of his photos with his Sony A7RIII.
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